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			 UO Matters is a news and opinion blog about the University of Oregon. It is published by Bill Harbaugh, and registered with the Oregon Secretary of State as an "Institutionalized News Media Organization" (sic).
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	VP for Enrollment Roger Thompson finalist for Missouri State Prez jobBy UO Matters


Thanks to a reader for the link. https://news.missouristate.edu/2024/01/18/missouri-state-announces-three-finalists-for-president/ It's a transparent open search run with no apparent interference from a search firm. Three finalists announced...
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	President Scholz to deliver remarks from a secure offsite locationBy UO Matters


After President Schill's 2017 State of the University speech in the EMU was interrupted by querulous students UO started giving large donations to the Eugene...

	
	
		7 Comments	


	Around the 0’s well-paid PR flacks write Senator Dembrow and your unions out of history.By UO Matters


Senator Michael Dembrow and the university unions organized to end the old system, where the UO Board members nominated the children of their friends to...
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	Admins and Grad Students reach tentative agreementBy UO Matters


Analysis from CSN, a regular reader: What's the outcome? The big story is the flattening of the GE wage scale. This is both through the...
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	Why isn’t President Scholz taking responsibility for the UO administration’s GTFF pay offers?By UO Matters


Dear faculty colleagues,  I am writing about the status of bargaining with the Graduate Teaching Fellows Federation and to address academic and research continuity planning...
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	Faculty Union hopes for a disruptive and brief GTFF strikeBy UO Matters


Greetings, colleagues. As you likely have heard, the GTFF has declared an Intent to Strike starting Wednesday, January 17, 2024. An Intent to Strike is...
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	UO’s Academic Council to meet again on strike planning – 2PM todayBy UO Matters


January 8, 2024 2:00pm–3:00pm Emergency Mtg - remote via ZoomRemote Meeting  | Agenda | FileWinter 2024 Academic Council Reccomendations for Continuity 1-3-24.pdf Video of last week's meeting here:...
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	“GEs at UO would earn more than the average minimum take-home pay rate of public AAU institutions …”By UO Matters


I *think* that's Johnson Hall trying to claim that they've made a generous offer to the GE's, though that's hardly the only way to parse...
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	Academic Council will hold public meeting before the term starts, to approve their once secret Strike PlanBy UO Matters


January 3, 2024 1:00pm–2:00pm Remote Meeting link Agenda: Vote to approve Academic Council recommendations on Academic Continuity Plan Winter 2024 Academic Council Reccomendations [sic] for Continuity...
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	I wonder how big a buy-out she got?By UO Matters


Dear Members of the Harvard Community, It is with a heavy heart but a deep love for Harvard that I write to share that I...
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RECENT COMMENTS

	UO Matters on Professor Bill Harbaugh, a.k.a. UO Matters, to retire from UO on March 1503/18/2024Mr Fearless! You were an inspiration to UO Matters, and the only reliable source of PERS information for many, many…



	honest Uncle Gangsta on Scholz to Faculty: Fuck off. My offer is nothing.03/18/2024Remember how great the union was going to be?



	Marc Feldesman on Professor Bill Harbaugh, a.k.a. UO Matters, to retire from UO on March 1503/18/2024Bill: we shared a number of common issues. I read your blog religiously, always looking for pearls of wisdom that…



	thedude on Scholz to Faculty: Fuck off. My offer is nothing.03/15/2024Solidarity



	Uncle Bernie's wisdom seeking nephew on Scholz to Faculty: Fuck off. My offer is nothing.03/15/2024When you are older, my uncle says, one may come to realize that one's life may have different stages. Retiring…



	honest Uncle Gangsta on Scholz to Faculty: Fuck off. My offer is nothing.03/15/2024Surely they are offering the faculty as good a deal as they settled for with the GEs.



	Will Overhead on Scholz to Faculty: Fuck off. My offer is nothing.03/14/2024I am still not clear about one thing: why would anyone want to leave the marvel that is the UO…



	cdsinclair on Scholz to Faculty: Fuck off. My offer is nothing.03/14/2024Strikes are no fun. They are sometimes necessary though.



	UO Matters on Scholz to Faculty: Fuck off. My offer is nothing.03/14/20242:00 - Fox wraps up, 15 min break. Admin's will come back with their response to UAUO's proposal to pay…



	UO Matters on Scholz to Faculty: Fuck off. My offer is nothing.03/14/2024Fox: We're going to have a small deficit this year. Strangely, he doesn't mention that the E&G ending reserves are…



	UO Matters on Scholz to Faculty: Fuck off. My offer is nothing.03/14/2024Wrapping up, the university has limited revenue and many expenses, so the easiest path to excellence is to underpay the…



	UO Matters on Scholz to Faculty: Fuck off. My offer is nothing.03/14/2024Interesting Chronicle article here on how universities hide financial info: https://www.chronicle.com/article/why-it-can-be-so-difficult-to-gauge-a-colleges-financial-health
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